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1 The system of NDK
NJ 1 NDK $A,$ $B,$ $\cdots$
formula $\Gamma$ ,\Delta , formula deduction
$P_{1},P_{2},$ $\cdots$
1.1 Disjunctive component
formula $A$ disjunctive component(d.c.) $\circ$
1. $A$ atomic $A$ $\mathrm{d}.\mathrm{c}$ . $A$
2. $A$ $B\wedge C,$ $B\supset C,$ $\neg B,\forall xB,$ $\exists XB$ $A$ $\mathrm{d}.\mathrm{c}$ . $A$
3. $A$ B\vee C $A$ $\mathrm{d}.\mathrm{c}$ . B $\mathrm{d}.\mathrm{c}$ . C $\mathrm{d}.\mathrm{c}$ . A
12 Inference rule
NDK (I introduction $E$ elimination
) NDK formula $\mathrm{d}.\mathrm{c}$ . 1
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$.. \frac{\Gamma\vee\dot{A}\vee\Delta\Gamma \mathrm{v}\dot{B}\Delta}{\Gamma\vee(A\wedge B)\vee\Delta}..\wedge I$
$-$.









$. \cdot.\frac{\Gamma\vee\dot{A}\mathrm{v}\Delta\Pi\vee(\dot{A}\supset B)\mathrm{v}\Lambda}{\Gamma\Pi\vee B\Delta\vee\Lambda}.\cdot.\cdot\supset E$
$[A:a]$
$\frac{\Gamma\dot{\vee}\Delta}{\Gamma\neg A\vee\Delta}.\cdot.(a)-\neg I$ $. \cdot.\frac{\Gamma\vee\dot{A}\mathrm{v}\Delta\Pi\neg A\vee\Lambda}{\Gamma\Pi \mathrm{v}\Delta\vee\Lambda}..\cdot.\wedge\neg E$
$\frac{\Gamma\vee\dot{A}\vee\Delta}{\Gamma\forall XA\Delta}.\cdot\cdot\forall I$
$\frac{\Gamma\vee\forall xA\Delta}{\Gamma\vee A[t/x]\Delta}.\cdot.\cdot\forall E$
(eigenvariable $\omega ndition$)
$[A:a]$
$\frac{\Gamma\vee A[t]\mathrm{v}\Delta}{\Gamma\vee\exists xA\vee\Delta}.\cdot.\cdot\exists I$
$\frac{\Gamma\vee\exists xA\mathrm{v}\triangle\dot{B}}{\Gamma\vee B\vee\Delta}.\cdot.\cdot.\cdot.(a)-\exists E$
(eigenvariable condition)






$\mathrm{N}\mathrm{J}$ , NK $\forall I,$ $\exists E$ eigenvariable condition
$\forall I$ $x$ assumption vT, $\Delta$ $\exists E$ $x$
$[A:a]$ B deduction assumption $B$
2 Comparing NDK with NK

















[ ] NDK-deduction P
I \wedge I P














$.. \frac{\Gamma\vee\dot{\Delta}\vee B\Gamma \mathrm{v}(A\wedge B)\Delta\Gamma\vee(A\wedge B)\Delta}{\Gamma\vee(A\wedge B)\Delta}.\cdot.(2,4)$
I \wedge E P
:
:




















$[AB:4]$ $\Gamma\vee C\Delta$ $\Gamma\vee C\vee\Delta$
$\overline{\Gamma\vee c_{\vee}\Delta}(3,4)$
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I \supset I, $\neg I$ , \forall I






$\Gamma\vee\Delta$ . $[\urcorner A:2]$
$\frac{A\vee\neg A\mathrm{r}\neg_{\dot{\lrcorner}}4\mathrm{v}\Delta \mathrm{r}\neg\acute{A}\vee\Delta}{\Gamma\vee\neg A\mathrm{v}\Delta}(1,2)$






$[\Delta$ : 2$]$ ::
: $\Gamma\vee\neg\Gamma$ $\Gamma\vee(A\supset B)\mathrm{v}\dot{\Delta}$ $\Pi$





























(a) I VI B I component B( Pre$\cdot$
decessor
(b) I \urcorner I B component B $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\text{\’{e}}\triangleright$
cessor
(c) (a), (b)
$\mathrm{i}$ . $A$ $C(X)$ B $C(\mathrm{Y})$
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}$ . $A$ , B r( \Delta ) com-
ponent
2. I \wedge I
$\frac{\Gamma \mathrm{v}c(x)\mathrm{v}\Delta\Gamma \mathrm{v}C(\mathrm{Y})\mathrm{v}\Delta}{\Gamma c(x\wedge \mathrm{Y})\mathrm{v}\Delta}\mathcal{I}$
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(a) $A$ $C(X)$ $C(\mathrm{Y})$ B $C(X\wedge \mathrm{Y})$
(b) $A$ , B F( \Delta ) compo-
nent
3. I \supset E
$\frac{\Gamma\vee x\Delta\Pi x\supset Y\Lambda}{\Gamma\vee\Pi\mathrm{Y}\mathrm{v}\Delta \mathrm{v}\Lambda}\mathcal{I}$
(a) $A$ X\supset Y B $Y$
(b) $A$ , B r, $\Delta,\Pi$ , A $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\dot{\mathrm{m}}_{\mathrm{P}}x$
$\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{O}}$ ( B \Gamma $\Pi$ $A$ B r com-
ponent component B \Delta A
)








(a) $A$ , B r ( \Delta ) com-
$\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\text{ }$ D
(b) $A$ X\vee Y $X_{\text{ }}$ B I discharge
assumption $X$ $A$ $\mathrm{Y}$ R
(c) B r $D$ $\Delta$ 2 $A$ 3(b)





(a) $A$ , B F ( \Delta ) com-
$\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\text{ }$ D
(b) $A$ $\exists xF_{\text{ }}$ B I discharge assumption
$F$
(c) B \Gamma $D$ $\Delta$ 2 $A$ 3(b)
predecessor formula initial
32 String and Path
formula $A$ predece$or $A$ string
formula initial string path deduction path
deduction path
33 Ancestor and Desendant
C string $D$ C D desendant. D C
ancestor
3.4 Irrelevant and Essential component
$\mathrm{d}.\mathrm{c}$ .C irrelevant C ancestor vI
formula irrelevant d $.\mathrm{c}$ . essential
35 Critical inference
irrelevant component \supset L\forall I critical
4:The system of NDKE
4.1 Negative dual pair
negative dual pair ($\mathrm{n}.\mathrm{d}$ .P.) ([2] )
1. $\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}}$] $\mathrm{a}A$ $(A, \urcorner A)$ n.d.p.
2. formulaA $(\neg A, A)$ n.d.p
3. $(E_{i}, F_{i})(i=1,2)$ n.d.p. $(E_{1}\wedge E_{2}, F_{1}\vee F_{2})$ n.d.p.
4. $(E_{i}, F_{i})(i=1,2)$ n.d.p. $(E_{1}\vee E_{2}, F_{1}\wedge F_{2})$ n.d.p.
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5. $(E, F)$ n.d.p. $(\forall xE, \exists xF)$ $\mathrm{n}.\mathrm{d}$ .P.
6. $(E,F)$ n.d.p. $(\exists xE,\forall xF)$ n.d.p.
$(E, F)$ $\mathrm{n}.\mathrm{d}$ .P. $E$ , F $F$,E negative dual
42 Excluded middle type axiom
$(E, F)$ n.d.p. E\vee F ([2] )
43 NDKE and NKE
NDK, $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{K}$ NDKE, NKE
NDKE, NKE 31 36
4.4 Ra











$\overline{\exists xA\vee C}\vee I$
$\frac{[D]}{\exists xA\vee D}$
.
$\frac{\overline\exists xA(C\wedge D)}{\exists xA(A\supset C\wedge D)}(1)-\supset I$
$\text{ _{ }}$
. deduction $[A$ : 1$]$ ? $\exists xA$ as-
sumption $\exists xA$ VI formula C
$C\wedge D$
deduction
1. $A$ $\exists xA$
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$\frac{\dot{A}\vee\neg A\frac{\frac{[A.2|}{\exists xA}}{\exists xA(A\supset C\wedge D)}\frac{\frac{C[D]}{\frac{CD}{A\supset C\wedge D}(}3)}{)\exists xA\dot{\vee}(A\supset C\wedge\dot{D}\}}}{\exists xA(A\supset c\wedge D}.(2,4)$
classical \supset I, \urcorner I,\forall I
NDKE classical \supset I, $\neg I,\forall I$ NDKE*
classical (NDK-)deduction $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{D}\mathrm{K}\mathrm{E}^{*}$ -deduction
6 $\mathrm{n}_{\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$ towards natural reason-
ing
(5 ) NDK-deduction (classical
\supset I, $\neg I,\forall I$ ) ( [3] 7 8 )
critical \supset I, $\forall I$ Theorem 22
critical \supset I, \forall I 61
63
61
$P$ \Gamma V $GV\Delta$ ($G$ irrelevant) NDKE-deduction
1. P $G$ path
2. $G$ ancestor critical \supset I discharge
..
assumption $A$ $A$ open assumption
3. 1 deduction
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4. $A$ conjunction $E\equiv\wedge\{A|A\in A\}$ universal closure E’ 3






$P$ r V $G\vee\Delta$ ($G$ irrelevant) NDKE-deduction
1. 612 $A\in A$ $A$ discharge
formula $G_{A}$






3. 614 $E$ $E$ negative dual F $F\equiv\vee\{\neg A|A\in A\}$
F $P_{A}$ F $G$ deduction $P_{G}^{F}$




P/’ critical $G$ irrelevant
63
\GammaV $G\vee\Delta$ ($G$ irrelevant) formula $H$ deduction
$P_{H}$ $\Gamma\vee GV$ \Delta subdeduction P rank$(P)>0$
– $P_{G}$
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$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $P_{H}^{1}$ # $G$ desendant $\supset I$
rank(PHl)<rank(PH) $P_{H}^{1}$ $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{D}\mathrm{K}\mathrm{E}^{*}-$
deduction $P_{H}^{1*}$






























$\frac{\overline{(A(a)\supset A(b))\forall v(A(b)\supset A(y))}}{(A(a)\supset A(b))\exists X\forall y(A(x)\supset A(y))}$
$\frac{\frac{\overline{\forall y(A(a)\supset A(y))\vee\exists X\forall y(A(x)\supset A(y))}}{\exists x\forall y(A(_{X)}\supset A(y))v\exists x\forall v(A(x)\supset A(y))}}{\exists x\forall y(A(x)\supset A(y))}$
Contraction





$\overline{A(a)\supset.\cdot.A(b)}$ $\exists x\forall y(A(x.\cdot.\cdot)\supset A(y))$
$\exists x\forall y(A(x.)\supset A(y))$
$. \frac{[\exists z\neg A(Z).4]}{\exists x\forall y(A(x)\supset A(y))}(2)$
$P^{*}:$
$[\forall zA(z):1]$ $[\exists z\neg A(Z) : 4]$
: $P^{1*}$ .$\cdot$.. $P^{2*}$
$\frac{\forall zA(z)\exists z\neg A(z)\exists x\forall y(A(X)\supset A(y))\exists x\forall y(A(x)\supset A(y))}{\exists x\forall y(A(x)\supset A(y))}.\cdot(1,4)$
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(2) $P$ :





$\frac{C\vee\neg C\forall x\frac{[C\cdot 2]}{\forall xF(X)\vee C}\overline{F(_{X})VC}}{\forall xF(X)VC}.,(2,1)$
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